Abstract
Introduction
Prior research [17, 19] has shown that heterogeneous multicore architectures provide significant advantages in enabling energy-efficient or area-efficient computing. It allows each thread to run on a core that matches its resource needs more closely than a single one-size-fits-all core. However, that approach still constrains the ability to optimally map executing threads to cores because it relies on static heterogeneity, fixed at design time.
Other research attempts to provide dynamic heterogeneity, but each face a fundamental problem. Either the pipeline is tightly constructed and the resources we might want to share are too far away to be effectively shared, or the shared resources are clustered and the pipeline is inefficient. As a result, most provide resource sharing or aggregation at a very coarse granularity -Core Fusion [13] and TFlex [16] allow architects to double or quadruple the size of cores, for example, but do not allow a core to borrow renaming registers from another core if that is all that is needed to accelerate execution. Thus, the heterogeneity is constrained to narrow cores or wide cores, and does not allow customization to the specific needs of the running thread. The WiDGET architecture [36] can only share execution units, and thus enables only modest pipeline inflation. The conjoined core architecture [18] shares resources between adjacent cores, but sharing is limited by the topology of the core design to only those structures around the periphery of the pipeline.
This work demonstrates that 3D stacked processor architectures eliminate the fundamental barrier to dynamic heterogeneity. Because of the extra design dimension, we can design a tight, optimized pipeline, yet still cluster, or pool, resources we might like to share between multiple cores. 3D die stacking makes it possible to create chip multiprocessors using multiple layers of active silicon bonded with low-latency, high-bandwidth, and very dense vertical interconnects. 3D die stacking technology provides very fast communication, as low as a few picoseconds [21] , between processing elements residing on different layers of the chip. Tightly integrating dies in the third dimension has already been shown to have several advantages. First, it enables the integration of heterogeneous components such as logic and DRAM memory [21] , or analog and digital circuits [21] , fabricated in different technologies (for instance integration of a 65nm and a 130nm design). Second, it increases the routability [28] . Third, it substantially reduces wire length, which translates to lowered communication latency and reduced power consumption [21, 23, 28] .
The dynamically heterogeneous 3D processors we propose in this paper provide several key benefits. First, they enable software to run on hardware optimized for the execution characteristics of the running code, even for software the original processor designers did not envision. Second, they enable us to design the processor with compact, lightweight cores without significantly sacrificing generalpurpose performance. Modern cores are typically highly over-provisioned [18] to guarantee good general-purpose performance -if we have the ability to borrow the specific resources a thread needs, the basic core need not be overprovisioned in any dimension. Third, the processor provides true general-purpose performance, not only adapting to the needs of a variety of applications, but also to both high thread-level parallelism (enabling many area-efficient cores) and low thread-level parallelism (enabling one or a few heavyweight cores).
With a 3D architecture, we can dynamically pool resources that are potential performance bottlenecks for possible sharing with neighboring cores. The StageNet architecture [7] attempts to pool pipeline stage resources for re-
Baseline Architecture
In this section, we discuss the baseline chip multiprocessor architecture and derive a reasonable floorplan for the 3D CMP. This floorplan is the basis for our power/temperature/area and performance modeling of various on-chip structures and the processor as a whole.
3D technology, and its implications on processor architecture, is still in the early stages of development. A number of design approaches are possible and many have been proposed, from alternating cores and memory/cache [20, 23] , to folding a single pipeline across layers [27] .
In this research, we provide a new alternative to the 3D design space. A principal advantage of the dynamically heterogeneous 3D architecture is that it does not change the fundamental pipeline design of 2D architectures, yet still exploits the 3D technology to provide greater energy proportionality and core customization. In fact, the same single design could be used in 1-, 2-, and 4-layer configurations, for example, providing different total core counts and different levels of customization and resource pooling. For comparison purposes, we will compare against a commonly proposed approach which preserves the 2D pipeline design, but where core layers enable more extensive cache and memory. 
Processor Model
We study the impact of resource pooling in a quad-core CMP architecture. This does not reflect the limit of cores we expect on future multicore architectures, but a reasonable limit on 3D integration. For example, a design with eight cores per layer and four layers of cores would provide 32 cores, but only clusters of four cores would be tightly integrated vertically. Our focus is only on the tightly integrated vertical cores.
For the choice of core we study two types of architecture, a high-end architecture which is an aggressive superscalar core with issue width of 4, and a medium-end architecture which is an out-of-order core with issue width of 2. For the high-end architecture we model a core similar to the Alpha 21264 (similar in functionality to the Intel Nehalem Core, but we have more data available for validation on the 21264). For the medium-end architecture we configure core resources similar to the IBM PowerPC-750 FX processor [12] .
3D Floorplans
The high-level floorplan of our 3D quad-core CMP is shown in Figure 1 . For our high-end processor we assume the same floorplan and same area as the Alpha 21264 [15] but scaled down to 45nm technology. For the mediumend architecture we scale down the Alpha 21264 floorplan (in 45nm) based on smaller components in many dimensions, with area scaling models similar to those described by Burns and Gaudiot [3] .
Moving from 2D to 3D increases power density due to the proximity of the active layers. As a result, temperature is always a concern for 3D designs. Temperature-aware floorplanning has been an active topic of research in the literature. There have been a number of 3D CMP temperatureaware floorplans proposed [5, 8, 26] . Early work in 3D architectures assumed that the best designs sought to alternate hot active logic layers with cooler cache/memory layers.
More recent work contradicts that assumption -it is more important to put the active logic layers as close as possible to the heat sink [39] . Therefore, an architecture that clusters active processor core layers tightly is consistent with this approach. Other research has also exploited this principle. Loh, et al. [21] and Intel [1] have shown how stacking logic on logic in a 3D integration could improve the area footprint of the chip, while minimizing the clock network delay and eliminating many pipeline stages.
For the rest of this work we focus on the two types of floorplan shown in Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1(b) . Both preserve the traditional 2D pipeline, but each provides a different performance, flexibility, and temperature tradeoff.
The thermal-aware architecture in Figure 1 (a) keeps the pipeline logic closest to the heat-sink and does not stack pipeline logic on top of pipeline logic. Conversely, the 3D dynamically heterogeneous configuration in Figure 1 (b) stacks pipeline logic on top of pipeline logic, as in other performance-aware designs, gaining increased processor flexibility through resource pooling. Notice that this comparison puts our architecture in the worst possible light -for example, a many-core architecture that already had multiple layers of cores would have very similar thermal characteristics to our architecture without the benefits of pooling. By comparing with a single layer of cores, the baseline has the dual advantages of not having logic on top of logic, but also putting all cores next to the heat sink.
Resource Pooling in the Third Dimension
Dynamically scheduled processors provide various buffering structures that allow instructions to bypass older instructions stalled due to operand dependences. These include the instruction queue, reorder buffer, load-store queue, and renaming registers. Collectively, these resources define the instruction scheduling window. Larger windows allow the processor to more aggressively search for instruction level parallelism.
The focus of this work, then, is on resource adaptation in four major delay and performance-critical units -the reorder buffer, register file, load/store queue, and instruction queue. By pooling just these resources, we create an architecture where an application's scheduling window can grow to meet its runtime demands, potentially benefiting from other applications that do not need large windows.
While there are a variety of resources that could be pooled and traded between cores (including execution units, cache banks, etc.), we focus in this initial study of dynamically heterogeneous 3D architectures on specific circuit techniques that enable us to pool these structures, and dynamically grow and shrink the allocation to specific cores.
In this section, we study the impact on performance of increasing the size of selected resources in a 3D design. We assume 4 cores are stacked on top of each other. The maximum gains will be achieved when one, two, or three cores in our 4-core CMP are idle, freeing all of their poolable resources for possible use by running cores. The one-thread case represents a limit study for how much can be gained by pooling, but also represents a very important scenariothe ability to automatically configure a more powerful core when thread level parallelism is low. This does not represent an unrealistic case for this architecture -in a 2D architecture, the cost of quadrupling, say, the register file is high, lengthening wires significantly and moving other key function blocks further away from each other. In this architecture, we are exploiting resources that are already there, the additional wire lengths are much smaller than in the 2D case, and we do not perturb the 2D pipeline layout.
We examine two baseline architectures (details given in Section 6) -a 4-issue high-end core and a 2-issue mediumend core. In Figure 2 we report the speedup for each of these core types when selected resources are doubled, tripled, and quadrupled (when 1, 2, and 3 cores are idle). Across most of the benchmarks a noticeable performance gain is observed with pooling. Omnetpp shows the largest performance benefit in medium-end cores. The largest performance is observed in swim and libquantum for high-end cores.
Performance gains are seen with increased resources, but the marginal gains do drop off with larger structures. Further experiments (not shown) indicate that pooling beyond four cores provides little gain. The more scheduling resources we provide, the more likely it is that some other resource (e.g., the functional units, issue rate, cache) that we are not increasing becomes the bottleneck. In fact, this is true for some benchmarks right away, such as mcf and perlbench, where no significant gains are achieved, implying some other bottleneck (e.g., memory latency) restricts throughput. On average, 13 to 26% performance improvement can be achieved for the medium-end processor, and 21 to 45% for the high end, by increasing selected window resources. Most importantly, the effect of increased window size varies dramatically by application. This motivates resource pooling, where we can hope to achieve high overall speedup by allocating window resources where they are most beneficial.
Stackable Structures for Resource Pooling
This section describes the circuit and architectural modifications required to allow resources on vertically adjacent cores to participate in pooling. Specifically, we describe the changes required in each of the pipeline components.
Reorder Buffer and Register File
The reorder buffer (ROB) and the physical register file (RF) are multi-ported structures typically designed as SRAM, with the number of ports scaling with the issue width of the core. Our goal is to share them across multiple cores with minimal impact on access latency, the number of ports, and the overall design. We take advantage of a modular ROB (and register file) design proposed in [25] which is shown to be effective in reducing the power and complexity of a multi-ported 2D SRAM structure. Our baseline multi-ported ROB/RF is implemented as a number of independent partitions. Each partition is a self-standing and independently usable unit, with a precharge unit, sense amps, and input/output drivers. Partitions are combined together to implement a larger ROB/RF, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The connections running across the entries within a partition (such as the bit-lines) are connected to a common through line using bypass switches.
To add a partition to the ROB/RF, the bypass switch for a partition is turned on. Similarly, the partition can be deallocated by turning off the corresponding bypass switch. The modular baseline architecture of our register file allows individual partitions to participate in resource pooling. To avoid increasing the number of read and write ports of individual partitions of the ROB/RF, we simply assume that an entire partition is always exclusively owned by one core -either the core (layer) it belongs to (host core) or another core (guest core). This significantly simplifies the design, but restricts the granularity of sharing.
Note that before a partition participates in resource pooling (or before it is re-assigned) we need to make sure that all of its entries are empty. This can be facilitated by using an additional bit in each row (entry) of the partition to indicate whether it is full or empty -in most cases, that bit will already exist. To be able to pool up to 4 ROB/RF partitions on four different layers together, we need to use a 4-1 decoder and a 4-1 multiplexer. The register operand tag is also extended with 2 additional bits. The overall delay added to the ROB or RF due to additional multiplexing and decoding is fairly small. For the case of stacking four cores where a 4 input decoder/multiplexer is needed, the additional delay is found to be below 20 ps (using SPICE simulation and assuming a standard cell 4 input multiplexer). In this design, the access latency of the original register file is only 280ps (using CACTI for an 8 read-port, 4 write-port, 64 entry register file). The additional 20 ps delay due to an additional decoder/multiplexer and the TSVs (5ps at most) still keep the overall delay below one processor cycle. Thus, the frequency is not impacted. For the ROB, the baseline delay is 230 ps and the additional delay can still be tolerated, given our baseline architectural assumptions.
Due to the circular FIFO nature of the ROB, an additional design consideration to implement resource sharing is required, which is not needed for the register file. The ROB can be logically viewed as a circular FIFO with head and tail pointers. The tail pointer points to the beginning of the free entry of the ROB where new dispatch instructions can be allocated. The instructions are committed from the head pointer. Resource sharing requires dynamically adjusting the size of the reorder buffer. To implement such dynamic resizing we use the technique proposed in [25] , where two additional pointers are added to the ROB to dynamically adjust its size.
Instruction Queue and Ld/St Queue
Both the Instruction Queue (IQ) and the Load/Store Queue (LSQ) are CAM+SRAM structures which hold instructions until they can be issued. The main complexity of the IQ and LSQ stems from the associative search during the wakeup process [24] . Due to large power dissipation and large operation delay, the size of these units does not scale well in a 2D design. The number of instruction queue and LSQ entries has not changed significantly in recent generations of 2D processors. Figure 4 (a) shows a conventional implementation of the instruction queue. The taglines run across the queue and every cycle the matchline compares the tagline value broadcast by the functional units with the instruction queue entry (source operand). We assume our baseline IQ utilizes the well-studied divided tagline (bitline) technique [14] . As shown in Figure 4 (b), two or more IQ entries are combined together to form a partition and to divide the global tag line into several sub-tag lines. This way the IQ is divided into multiple partitions. In the non-divided tag line structure the tag line capacitance is N * diffusion capacitance of pass transistors + wire capacitance (usually 10 to 20% of total diffusion capacitance) where N is the total number of rows. In the divided tag line scheme the equivalent tagline capacitance is greatly reduced and is approximated as M * diffusion capacitance + 2 * wire capacitance, where M is the number of tagline segments. As tagline dynamic power dissipation is proportional to CV 2 , reducing the effective capacitance will linearly reduce tagline dynamic power. The overhead of this technique is adding a set of pass transistors per sub-tagline. As a side effect, the large number of segments increases the area and power overhead [14] .
To be able to share two or more partitions of the instruction queue, we include one multiplexer per tagline and per IQ partition to select between the local tagline and the global taglines (shown in Figure 4(c) ). Similarly to the RF, to avoid increasing the number of taglines we simply assume that each partition is always allocated exclusively to a single core. This way the number of taglines remains the same and multiplexing, as shown in Figure 4 (c), will route the data on the tagline to the right partition. For the SRAM payload of the instruction queue we simply follow the same modification proposed for our SRAM register file. Bitline segmentation helps to reduce the number of die-to-die vias required for communication between two layers.
We also need to modify the instruction selection logic. Increasing the maximum size of the instruction queue increases the complexity of the selection logic [24] . In a typical superscalar processor each instruction queue entry has a set of bid and grant ports to communicate with the selection logic. Increasing the size of the IQ increases the number of input ports of the selection logic which can negatively impact the clock frequency. To avoid increasing the complexity of the selection logic, we simply allow all partitions participating in resource pooling to share the same selection logic port along with the partition that belongs to the guest core (layer). In this case, we OR the bid signals (from the shared partition and the guest core partition) to the selection logic. The priority is given to the older entry (age-based priority decoding).
The overall delay overhead in the selection logic is decided by the ORing operation and the age-based priority decoding. Note that the ORing of the bid signals only slightly increases the selection logic delay, by less than 20 ps (using SPICE simulation). This delay does not increase the selection logic access delay beyond a single clock period. For the age-based priority decoding we propose the following to hide its delay: we perform the age-priority computation in parallel with the selection logic (to overlap their delays). When the grant signal comes back, we use the now pre-computed age information to decide where to route the grant.
Under the given assumptions, this analysis indicates we can add the pooling logic without impacting cycle time; however, it is possible that under different assumptions, on different designs, these overheads could be exposed. We will examine the potential impact in the results section.
Adaptive Mechanism for Resource Pooling
In addition to the circuit modifications that are necessary to allow resource aggregation across dies, we also need mechanisms and policies to control the pooling or sharing of resources.
In devising policies to manage the many new shared resources in this architecture, we would like to maximize flexibility; however, design considerations limit the granularity (both in time and space) at which we can partition core resources. Time is actually the easier issue. Because the aggregated structures are quite compact (in total 3D distance), we can reallocate partitions between cores very quickly, within a cycle or cycles. To reduce circuit complexity, we expect to physically repartition on a more coarsegrain boundary (e.g., four or eight entries rather than single entries).
In the results section, we experiment with a variety of size granularities for reallocation of pooled resources. Large partitions both restrict the flexibility of pooling and also tend to lengthen the latency to free resources. We also vary how aggressively the system is allowed to reallocate resources; specifically, we explore various static settings for the minimum (MIN) and the maximum (MAX) value for the size of a partition, which determine the floor and the ceiling for core resource allocation.
Our baseline allocation strategy exploits two principles. First, we need to be able to allocate resources quickly. Thus, we cannot reassign active partitions, which could take hundreds of cycles or more to clear active state. Instead we actively harvest empty partitions into a free list, from which they can later be assigned quickly. Second, because we can allocate resources quickly, we need not wait to harvest empty partitions -we grab them immediately. This works because even if the same core needs the resource again right away, it can typically get it back in a few cycles.
We assume a central arbitration point for the (free) pooled resources. A thread will request additional partitions when a resource is full. If available (on the list of free partitions), and the thread is not yet at its MAX value, those resources can be allocated upon request. As soon as a partition has been found to be empty it is returned to the free list (unless the size of the resource is at MIN). The architecture could adjust MIN and MAX at intervals depending on the behavior of a thread, but this will be the focus of future work -for now we find static values of MIN and MAX to perform well. If two cores request resources in the same cycle, we use a simple round-robin priority scheme to arbitrate.
Methodology
In order to evaluate different resource adaptation policies, we add support for dynamic adaptation to the SMT-SIM simulator [34] , configured for multicore simulation. Our power models use a methodology similar to [2] . We capture the energy per access and leakage power dissipation for individual SRAM units using CACTI-5.1 [33] targeting 45nm technology. The energy and power consumption for each unit is computed by multiplying access counts by the per-access SRAM energy. For temperature calculation we use Hotspot 5.0 [29] . Table 1 gives the characteristics of our baseline core architectures. Note that for each of the register files, 32 registers are assumed to be unavailable for pooling, as they are needed for the storage of architectural registers.
Modeling 3D Stacked Interconnect for Resource Pooling
We model Tier-to-Tier (T2T) connection with Through Silicon Vias (TSV). TSVs enable low-latency, highbandwidth, and very dense vertical interconnect among the pooled blocks across multiple layers of active silicon. We assume four dies are stacked on top of each other. Each tier has an Alpha processor (high-end core case) with die size of 6.4mm × 6.4mm with 12 layers of metal from M1 to M12 and the redistribution layer (RDL). The 3D stacked chip model is flip chip technology and the tiers are connected face-to-back. In the face-to-back connection, the RDL of Tier 1 (T1) is connected to the package via flip chip bumps, and the RDL of Tier 2 (T2) is connected to the M1 of T1 via TSV and forms the T2T connection.
Each core is placed in a single tier of the stack. TSVs connect the Register File (RF), Instruction Queue (IQ), Reorder Buffer (ROB), and Load and Store Queue (LSQ) of each layer vertically. The connection from bottom tier M1 to M12 and RDL layer of the top tier is via TSV, and from M12 and RDL is with resistive via and local routing to the M1 of the sink in RF, IQ, ROB and LSQ.
The resistive through metal via connects metal layers of the tiers, e.g., M1 to M2 in each tier. The vertical and horizontal parasitics of the metals, via, and TSV connections have been extracted to build the interconnect model. A T2T connection includes a through silicon via and a µbump. The parasitics of the µbumps are small compared with the TSV [10] . Hence, we only model the parasitics of the TSVs for T2T connections. The length, diameter, and dielectric linear thickness of the TSV which is used for the T2T connection in our model are, respectively, 50µm, 5µm, and 0.12µm. A TSV is modeled as an RLC element with RL in series and C connected to the substrate, i.e., global ground in our model. The parasitic resistance, capacitance, and inductance of the T2T connections are modeled by R T SV =47mΩ, L T SV =34pH, and C T SV =88f F [11] .
The power and signal TSVs connect the power/ground mesh from the package flip chip bumps to each layer. The TSV pitch for the tier to tier connection is assumed to be uniformly distributed with a density of 80/mm 2 [11] . We assume the TSV structures are via-last where the TSV is on top of the back end of the line (BEOL), i.e., RDL layer and the M1. In our circuit model we extract the delay path from each SRAM pin (SRAM pin is a signal bump on top of the RDL layer) to the multiplexer of the next SRAM pin. The delay timing for each tier is around 1-2.5 ps as illustrated in Table 2 for tier 1 to 4.
The TSV lands on the µbump and landing pad. Surrounding the TSV and landing pad there is a keep-out area where no block, i.e., standard cell is allowed to place and route. We estimate the total TSVs required for connecting memory pins of the RF, IQ, ROB, and LSQ vertically for different stack up numbers in both medium-end and highend cores. The total area for the TSV landing pad and the block out area is calculated and summarized in Table 3 . The RF has the largest number of TSVs and the ROB has the fewest.
Power density in the stacked layers increases the thermal profile of the 3D configuration, compared to 2D. In a typical 3D design, TSVs can help with vertical heat transfer among the layers and reduce the thermal hotspots. Hence, additional TSVs which are required for the T2T communication in our architecture will help balance the temperature.
In Table 4 we show our Hotspot configuration. In our thermal model we assume a different packaging for medium-end and high-end architecture. For high-end we assume a modern heat sink that is designed for 160W chips (4-cores). For the medium-end architecture we assume a convection resistance of 1.5 which represents a moderate packaging for 30W chips [22] .
Note that the vertical delays we report in Table 2 (less than 3 ps) compare to the communication cost that would be incurred if resources are shared across 2D cores (which would be about 3 nanoseconds, or 6 cycles) -more than 3 orders of magnitude higher. In the interest of space, we do not provide a detailed comparison of our proposed scheme with a 2D dynamically heterogeneous architecture. However, even assuming a generous two-cycle communication latency between all cores in 2D, our results show that just the pipeline changes required to accommodate an equivalent level of sharing would cost each core more than 13% performance.
Benchmarks and Metrics
We compose multi-program workloads with 2 and 4 threads. The applications are selected from among the SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 benchmark suites, selecting representative sets of memory-intensive and compute-intensive benchmarks. The two-and four-thread groupings are selected alphabetically to avoid bias. Table 5 summarizes our workload mixes. For each application in the mix we fastforward to skip the initialization phase and then simulate until each thread executes 200 million instructions.
We are interested in studying both the performance and fairness effect of our techniques. We report weighted speedup and fairness results. Fairness is defined in [6] . Fairness close to 1 indicates a completely fair system where all threads have uniform performance degradation or gain (relative to single-thread performance on a baseline core). Fairness close to 0 indicates that at least one thread starves. We also present weighted speedup [30] , using the non-pooling core as the baseline.
Results
This section demonstrates the performance and energy advantages of resource pooling. We examine the granularity of resource partitioning, setting of limits on resource usage, and the impact on temperature, power, and energy. Figure 5 shows the weighted speedup and fairness for several configurations of our dynamically heterogeneous processor architecture. All configurations pool resources among four cores, whether the workload is four threads or two. All allocate resources greedily, within the constraints of the MIN and MAX settings. The different results in this graph represent different values for MIN and MAX, assuming MIN and MAX are constant over time and the same for all cores. For comparison, we also show the performance we get from doubling or tripling all resources.
From this graph we see that while we can get significant performance gains (8-9%) with full utilization (four threads), gains are dramatic when some cores are idle. With two threads we get 26-28% performance for the best policy. In fact, with two threads, performance far exceeds statically doubling the resources, and is equivalent to tripling each core's resources. Not surprisingly, setting a MIN value to zero, in which case a core can actually give up all resources (for example if it is stalled for an Icache miss) appears to be a bad idea. The best result comes when we reserve one eighth of the total resources (half of a single core's resources) for the core. We see (results not shown) no performance advantage in setting MAX below 1.0. This means that there is no apparent need to restrict one core's ability to grab all available resources if it needs it.
In Figure 5 , the medium-end and high-end performance results are normalized to different baselines, so we cannot directly compare those results. Therefore, we show the results for the two architectures (no sharing and sharing with MIN=0.125 and MAX=1.0) all normalized to the high-end, no sharing result in Figure 6 . From this graph we can see that resource pooling makes the medium core significantly more competitive with the high-end. Without sharing, the medium core operates at 67% of the performance of the high end. With pooling and four active threads it operates at 71%, with two active threads, it operates at 86%, and with one active thread, it operates at 97% of the performance of the high-end core.
Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis to study the impact of clock frequency scaling on the performance benefit of resource pooling. If the worst-case logic overhead of 25 ps were fully exposed (given our assumptions, it should not be exposed at all), increasing the cycle time by that same amount (5%), this architecture still gains 4% running 4 threads, 20% running 2 threads, and 33% running one thread, relative to an architecture with no sharing for the medium-end core. For the high-end core, the respective gains are 6.5% running 4 threads, 25% running 2 threads, and 42% running one thread.
Fine vs. Coarse Partitioning
We also study the performance across different partitioning granularities for the best allocation technique. Larger (coarser) granularity of reallocation simplifies the circuits and the reallocation manager. In Figure 7 we report weighted speedup for dynamic heterogeneity, as the granularity of reallocation is changed (fine grain is one entry per allocation).
We observe that performance is very tolerant of large partition sizes -we apparently gain little from increased flexibility. The reason is that most of the resource allocations and deallocations occur in bursts. Once a thread misses in the data cache, it will keep requesting resources until it either consumes the whole pool or reaches its MAX limit. Once this happens, the thread will retain the resources for the duration of the miss. Large partitions actually make it easier to meet a thread's sudden demand quickly. We use 4 partitions (per core) for the remaining experiments described in this paper. Figure 8 shows the power consumption of the various architectures. The pooling processor architectures pay a small price in power, in large part because of the enhanced throughput.
Power, Temperature, and Energy
The small additional power overhead is in contrast in some cases to the large performance benefit (in terms of weighted speed up). This is due in part to a subtlety of our experiments. Weighted speedup weights application speedups equally (rather than over-weighting high-IPC threads, which throughput measures do). Because we get some large speedups on low-IPC threads, we see high average speedup, but smaller increase in total instruction throughput and thus smaller increase in power. Because of the layout advantages (remember, the baseline processor places all cores right next to the heat sink), the cost in maximum temperature is more significant (Figure 9) . Interestingly, the temperature of the medium resource-pooling core is comparable to the high-end core. This is in part because we assume the medium core is laid out tightly, resulting in a slightly higher max temperature for four-thread workloads.
For two-thread workloads, the medium resource-pooling core has slightly lower temperature than the high-end core (average 2 degree lower). If the medium core covered the same area as the high-end core, for example, the max temperature would be significantly lower. Even still, at equal temperature, the more modest cores have a significant advantage in energy efficiency measured in MIPS 2 /W (MIPS 2 /W is the inverse of energy-delay product), as seen in Figure 10 . This is a critical result. By outperforming the non-pooling medium core, and approaching the performance in some cases of the large core (due to its just-in-time provisioning of resources), the dynamically heterogeneous medium-end core provides the highest energy efficiency.
Related Work
Prior research has attempted to provide dynamically heterogeneous computing in the 2D domain. Core Fusion [13] and TFlex [16] aggregate resources at the granularity of an entire core, creating large cores out of smaller cores when ILP is high and/or thread level parallelism is low. The dynamically heterogeneous architecture described in this paper shares resources at a much finer granularity. Other research provides the ability to share execution resources between cores. The Conjoined Core architecture [18] shares over-provisioned resources between cores, but is limited in what resources it can share and has limited ability to adapt to changing resource needs. The StageNet architecture [7] can access stages from other core pipelines, allowing it to reconfigure around faults.
There is also a large body of prior work in 3D stacked architectures, including several others that exploit logic-onlogic designs. Some previous research focuses on partitioning the pipelined architecture and split the function unit blocks across different layers [26, 35] . Other researchers maintain the functional blocks in each layer and take advantage of floorplan and physical design to gain performance benefits from stacking [8] . A re-partitioned design of the Intel 3D Pentium 4 was designed by Black, et al. [1] with 15% performance improvement but 15% increased power. They demonstrate that by re-designing and splitting the IA32 processor, thermal hotspots can be reduced without sacrificing timing.
Both design and process technology are evolving to address the 3D thermal and reliability challenges. For example, Coskun, et al. [4] examine new inter layer cooling schemes. Commercial products and some recent test chips already leverage 3D technology in several domains, such as image sensors [38] and stacked memories [9, 31] , including some examples that map logic on logic [32, 37] .
Conclusion
This paper describes a dynamically heterogeneous 3D stacked architecture which enables very fine-grain reallocation of resources between cores on a stacked chip multiprocessor architecture. This architecture enables fine-grain resource sharing not possible in a conventional 2D archi- tecture. It can do so because we can leverage our current expertise in creating tight 2D pipelines on one layer, while accessing pooled resources of the same type on other layers. This paper examines the sharing of instruction scheduling window resources, in particular, describing circuit-level techniques to enable fast reallocation of resources between cores. We find that a processor with poolable resources shared among four cores can outperform a conventional multiprocessor by 41% when one thread is running, 23% when two threads are running, and 9% when four threads are running.
By eliminating the need to over-provision each core, modest cores become more competitive with highperformance cores, enabling an architecture that gives up little in performance, yet provides strong gains in energydelay product over a conventional high-performance CMP architecture.
